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Message from the Guest Editor

Mobile robot navigation and human–computer interaction
(HCI) are two intertwined fields that have revolutionized
various industries and everyday life. The application of
mobile robot navigation involves the autonomous
movement of robots in both structured and unstructured
environments, enabling them to perform tasks and interact
with their surroundings. The applications of mobile robot
navigation and HCI are diverse and impactful. HCI
techniques enable natural and intuitive communication
between humans and robots, allowing patients to interact
with the robots through speech, gestures, or touch
interfaces. 

Overall, the applications of mobile robot navigation and
HCI are diverse and rapidly expanding, enabling
automation, improving human–robot interaction, and
enhancing various industries and aspects of daily life. 
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

As the world of science becomes ever more specialized,
researchers may lose themselves in the deep forest of the
ever increasing number of subfields being created. This
open access journal Applied Sciences has been started to
link these subfields, so researchers can cut through the
forest and see the surrounding, or quite distant fields and
subfields to help develop his/her own research even further
with the aid of this multi-dimensional network.
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